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I approach this talk with some trepidation. For two 

reasons. 

First, when I spoke here some years ago I seem to 

have aroused the ire of some of your members by 

suggesting that we would not read in the next morning’s 

newspapers of the demise of the euro, since politics would 

trump economics, at least for many years.  

Second, I want to say a few kind words about the 

European Commission, and persuade you that at least one 

of its agencies is adopting policies that are in Britain’s long 

run interests: they will minimise the outpouring of regulations 

that do so much to stifle efficiency and economic growth.  

But first let me declare an interest: in addition to my 

columns for The Sunday Times and other publications, I 

serve as consultant to several businesses here, in Europe 

and in the United States. Some will agree with some of what 
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I have to say, others with little or none of the positions I am 

about to take. 

--- 

 Jacques Chirac and the French hate it. The Germans 

can’t decide. The Spanish once liked it a lot, but are now 

being a bit more standoffish. The Italians have too many 

other things on their minds to even think about it, and a 

government too weak to do anything about it even if it were 

minded to. Gordon Brown is a long-time lover, and the 

European Commissioner for Competition, Neelie Kroes is a 

big fan. These are the varied attitudes toward the emphasis 

the American economic model places on market 

competition, and vigourous policies to maintain that 

competition. 

 That model has produced steady economic growth, low 

unemployment, and stable prices in America, no small 

achievement in a world in which technology and 

globalisation have accelerated the rate of economic change. 

One reason the economy has been able to grow so rapidly 

without triggering inflation, at least so far, is that productivity 

has risen at a record pace, in part because US policy 

favours competition over cartelisation, free trade over 

protectionism. If you doubt that, compare the growth of 
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productivity in an America willing to live with what the great 

economist Joseph Schumpeter called “the perennial gale of 

creative destruction”, and France, where students and 

workers dream of secure, lifetime employment. 

  
 That difference is no accident. It reflects the difference 

between a competitive and a cloistered economy, one in 

which enterprises are allowed to die when faced with 

challengers who offer consumers better products at better 

prices, and one in which the thrust of policy is to preserve 

businesses threatened with extinction by takeover, or by 

harder-working, more efficient rivals. In short, it reflects the 

difference between an America that decided in the 

Nineteenth Century to keep its economy open and 

competitive by refusing to tolerate monopolistic bullying by 

the likes of Rockefeller’s Standard Oil, “malefactors of great 

wealth,” as Teddy Roosevelt called them, and a France that 
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has always seen it as proper for the state to protect 

incumbents – save for a king, queen and some priests. 

 The effect of competition policy on a nation’s economic 

performance is one reason that Commissioner Kroes 

proposes to constrain dominant firms that use their muscle, 

rather than mere efficiency, to stifle competition. She is 

circulating a discussion paper that aims to strengthen the 

EU’s competition regime. Kroes can count on the support of 

the UK which, thanks to Gordon Brown has put in place its 

own vigourous competition policy. At Brown’s insistence, and 

over the opposition of dirigistes in the cabinet and business 

executives who prefer an easy to a competitive life, British 

competition policy now includes the criminalisation of cartel 

behaviour. Even more important, the Chancellor has insisted 

that first-class enforcers be appointed to run the Office of 

Fair Trading -- first, the brilliant Oxford economist, John 

Vickers and, on Vickers’ return to academic life, the tough-

minded team of Chairman Philip Collins and CEO John 

Fingleton. 

 Kroes deserves all of the support that opponents 

of creeping EU regulation can give her. For competition 

makes regulation unnecessary. It forces rival firms to provide 

consumers with reasonable prices and acceptable quality: 
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the invisible hand makes the long arm of the regulatory 

authorities an unnecessary appendage. Eliminate 

competition, and the regulators take over, setting up 

expensive procedures to help them guess what the market 

would have produced if competition existed. The history of 

regulation in the telephone, electric, gas and airline 

industries should have believers in free markets, and 

opponents of government meddling – I assume that many of 

you can be counted in the anti-regulation camp – lined up to 

save other industries, and the consumers they serve, from a 

similar fate.  

 Vigourously enforced competition policy has another 

virtue: by preventing dominant companies from creating 

barriers to the entry of newcomers, it helps to preserve 

social mobility. If incumbent firms are left free to engage in 

what in the trade are known as predatory or exclusionary 

tactics, or to conspire to throw their combined weight at any 

new competitor, the new entrepreneurs who spring up to 

challenge the establishment, and who create the jobs of the 

future, will never amount to much of an economic force.  

Most important of all, we are entering an era in which 

the wealth of nations will depend on their ability to innovate, 

to discover better ways of doing things, and new things to 
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do. If we know anything about innovation, we know that we 

cannot rely exclusively on the laboratories and research 

operations of existing firms to provide all of the drive an 

economy needs if it is to move forward. Schumpeter’s “gale 

of creative destruction” is good news for innovators and bad 

news for incumbents. Progress destroys the value of existing 

assets, and replaces those values with new ones, as 

wireless communication is threatening the value of wires in 

the ground by creating an increasingly attractive alternative 

means of communicating, and low-fare airlines are forcing 

incumbent carriers to up their games. Dominant firms know 

this, which is why they deploy a variety of techniques to lever 

that dominance into control of other phases of an industry, 

or, in the case of software, force equipment manufacturers to 

buy their monopoly product to the exclusion of products 

developed by emerging competitors.  

Good competition policy does not allow that. It does not 

allow mergers that substantially lessen competition. It does 

not allow dominant firms to use unjustifiable discounts or 

threats of supply cut-offs during periods of shortages to 

freeze out competitors. But competition policy most definitely 

allows firms to grow just as big as their initiative and 

efficiency will carry them. Yes: we want firms to become 
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dominant if they have the proverbial better mousetrap; but 

we don’t want to let them use that dominant position to 

control the market for cheese, which other firms can provide 

more efficiently. 

If you doubt the importance of competition and flexible, 

open markets in increasing the wealth of nations, look again 

at the above chart. Or consider this one: 

 
Rigidity, protection, failure to promote competition -- all 

impose heavy costs on those least able to bear them. 

Carried to its extreme, protection of incumbents can produce 

what Edward Luttwak, an adviser at the Centre for Strategic 

& International Studies, a US think tank, describes as the 

experience of the USSR, “In the absence of market 

competition, old and inefficient firms continued merrily along 

instead of releasing resources for those newer and more 
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efficient….Creative destruction is the true secret of 

capitalism that the KGB never discovered.” 

So much for my attempt to persuade you that those of 

us who believe markets rather than ministers should be in 

charge of allocating a nation’s resources should support the 

efforts of the European Commission and Britain’s own 

competition authorities to limit the anticompetitive tactics of 

dominant firms.  

Let me now turn to a subject many of you will find more 

congenial – the efforts of the masters of the European 

project to over-ride the voters’ decision to reject the 

monstrosity known as the EU constitution. Just this week 

Jacques Chirac argued that France did not reject the 

constitution because 45% of French voters had voted in 

favour of it. 

I needn’t describe to this audience the horrors 

contained in that misbegotten attempt to replace what is left 

of the nation-state with an unaccountable bureaucracy. But it 

is worth pointing out that the project remains alive in the 

hearts and minds of its supporters.  

Last week Peter Mandelson returned to Britain from 

Brussels to warn the Labour Party that many of Britain’s 

problems can only be solved if it first strengthens 
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international institutions – this from a man who has seen at 

first hand how the EU’s control of Britain’s trade policy has 

allowed France to scupper the Doha round of trade-opening 

talks by insisting on maintaining its appalling policy of 

protecting its not-so-poor farmers from competition by poorer 

farmers in Easter Europe, Africa and elsewhere. Britain 

might wish to remain a bastion of free trade, but it no longer 

has the power to do so.                                                    

 What worries this American even more is that the EU is 

proceeding to put in place an ambassadorial apparatus that 

parallels that of its member states, and to develop an EU 

foreign policy based on the proposition that Europe must 

unite to oppose the American “hyperpower”. Prime Minister 

Blair, who has stood loyally by America since it counter-

attacked the terrorists after 9/11, has, alas, been less willing 

to preserve Britain’s longer-run ability to frame its own 

foreign policy. 

 He has acquiesced in the establishment of what is in 

essence a European army – a European Rapid Deployment 

Force, which because it cannot be used without agreement 

by several nations cannot be Rapid; because it has no 

aircraft cannot be Deployed; and because it has a tiny 
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budget is not a Force – that will inevitably compete with 

NATO for resources. 

 I am not of the school that believes Britain owes 

America a debt for assisting it in World War II. Rather, I 

believe that America dithered while Britain stood alone and 

did our fighting for us, and then treated Britain badly by 

imposing onerous terms on your country when it found itself 

in difficulty at the war’s end. (The story is more complicated 

than I have just suggested, but that is a subject that can only 

be treated fully in a separate talk.) 

 So if Britain feels its interests are best served by trading 

in the special relationship, with all of its faults, in order to 

submerge itself in Europe, that is Britain’s right. I know that 

is not in America’s interest, and doubt whether it is in 

Britain’s. Perhaps there is some good news, though: I have 

reason to suspect that Tony Blair had no idea what he was 

signing when he signed the Nice Treaty, and had not read 

the annex which threatens to place control of British foreign 

and military policy in the hands of eurocrats. And I have 

even greater reason to suspect that, given a choice, the 

British people will reverse this further loss of sovereignty. 

 My reason for this optimism is that politics is once again 

alive and well in Britain. After almost a decade in which 
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Britain was essentially a one-party state, the Tories are in a 

position to mount a serious challenge. Ordinarily, I would be 

inclined to be sceptical of the utility of a party committed to 

“policy light”; pledged to eliminate chocolate oranges; in 

favour of gender quotas for parliamentary candidates; calling 

for increased regulation of business (thinly disguised as 

“social responsibility”); and proposing to maximise happiness 

by replacing emphasis on growth in GDP with growth in 

GWB (General Well Being), and to hand half of any increase 

in national income to a state that is incapable of efficiently 

spending the money already showered on it. 

 But I must admit that such a retreat from principle, 

combined with a series of fiascos by Labour, at least has the 

virtue of making British politics competitive again by being 

sufficiently attractive to create an atmosphere in which 

Britain’s voters will have an opportunity to decide whether 

the Tories offer a real alternative to a Brown government, 

committed to expanding the role of the state, and that can 

fairly be described by reference to Ronald Reagan’s 

wonderful formulation: 

 The government’s view of the economy could  
 be summed up in a few short phrases: If it  
 moves, tax it. If it keeps moving, regulate it. 
 And if it stops moving, subsidise it. 
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Let me sum up and move into the discussion period this 

way.  

Ø Opposition to the European project should remain high 

on the agenda of any organisation that prefers a nation-

state responsible to its voters to a superstate 

responsible only to the bureaucrats who man it, and 

profit personally from it.  

Ø But that opposition should not blind us to an interesting 

development – one European Commissioner is 

dedicated to preserving competition, and thereby 

avoiding the creation of dominant firms that will in the 

end begat direct regulation. 

Ø The onward march of the European Project has not 

been stopped by the voters of France and Holland, but 

has merely been driven into the shadows. 

Ø That march threatens the special relationship, and what 

remains of Britain’s control of its foreign policy. 

Ø The good news is that strains we all have predicted on 

the euro are becoming less bearable, as the sinking 

dollar increases the attractiveness of devaluation to 

some EU exporters, most notably those in Italy, and as 

the one-size-fits-all interest rate of the European 

Central Bank produces recession in some countries 
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and inflation in others. Perhaps when partisan passions 

have cooled, conservatives will join the chancellor’s 

friends in toasting Gordon Brown for saving sterling 

from extinction, and while they have glasses in hand 

thank him for forcing a vigourous competition policy on 

a reluctant cabinet and a whingeing business 

community. 

I would be delighted to attempt to answer any 

questions, or respond to any comments. 

END 

 
 


